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Abstract

Hybrid solar electricity generation combines the high efficiency of photovoltaics

(PVs) with the dispatchability of solar thermal power plants. Recent thermodynamic

analyses have shown that the most efficient strategy constitutes an integrated

concentrating PV-thermal absorber operating at high solar concentration and at the

high temperatures suitable to efficient commercial steam turbines ( 673 873 K). –

The recuperation of PV thermalization losses and the exploitation of sub-bandgap

photons can more than compensate for the inherent decrease of PV efficiency with

temperature in properly tailored tandem solar cells for which promising candidates

are III N alloys. Recently, there have been considerable efforts to develop apposite–

InGaN solar cells by producing InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells (MQWs) as the

top cell in a tandem PV device that would absorb the short-wavelength regime of the

solar spectrum, while sub-bandgap photons and PV thermalization are absorbed in

the thermal receiver.

We present measurements of current voltage curves and external quantum–

efficiency spectra for InGaN/GaN MQW solar cells under high sunlight intensity, up

to 1 W/mm
2

(1000 suns) and elevated temperature, up to 723 K. We find that the

short-circuit current increases significantly with temperature, while the magnitude of

the temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage decreases with solar concen-

tration according to basic photodiode theory. Conversion efficiency peaks at

623 723 K under 300 suns, with no perceptible worsening in cell performance– 

under extensive temperature and irradiance cycling an encouraging finding in the—

quest for high-temperature high-irradiance cells.

K E YWORD S

concentrator photovoltaics, efficiency temperature coefficient, hybrid solar thermal-

photovoltaic, InGaN/GaN, multiple quantum well

1 | INTRODUCTION

Essentially, all large-scale solar electricity production installed to date

comprises one of two technologies: concentrated solar power (CSP)

or photovoltaics (PVs). In CSP (5.5 GW peak installed as of 2018),
1

concentrated sunlight heats a collector fluid that then generates the

steam used in conventional turbines. CSP conversionyearly-average

efficiencies ( 14 18%) are essentially the same as those achieved by –
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PV systems 2,3 and less than those reached by concentrating PV (CPV)

plants ( 30%).
4

Yearly-average efficiency unlike efficiency under—

standard test conditions subsumes cosine losses, shading losses, the—

dependence of efficiency on solar irradiance and collector tempera-

ture, and all losses in the turbine block (for CSP) or power condition-

ing (for PV and CPV). Moreover, the installed cost per peak watt and

the levelized cost of electricity from CSP is considerably higher than

for PV.
5

But PV power today is limited in its grid penetration by the

lack of affordable and efficient storage technologies that can be real-

ized worldwide. This refers not just to battery technologies but also to

alternatives such as supercapacitors, compressed air, flywheels, and

pumped hydro, 6,7 as well as to developing and implementing comple-

mentary control strategies for grid optimization. 7

CSP remains viable because it can provide instantaneous power

based on demand, via the use of gas-fired backup heating and/or

high-temperature thermal storage. Currently, this is not the case for

PV, the value of which is essentially reducing fuel consumption in

existing conventional power plants. The major impact of PV is in

utility-scale stations ( 100 600 MW per installation): more than –

500 GW by the end of 2018.
1

The multijunction (MJ) III V cells used in CPV comprise several–

monolithically stacked p n junctions grown by gas-phase epitaxy,–

with tunnel junctions in the interfaces between the subcells. The

bandgaps of the subcells are chosen for maximal utilization of the

solar spectrum.

In order to simultaneously benefit from the dispatchability of CSP

and the high efficiency of CPV, MJ concentrator cells can be inte-

grated with CSP to create a hybrid CPV/CSP station. 8 11– The hybrid

receiver exploits sub-bandgap photons and nominal PV thermalization

losses to generate heat from which conventional steam turbines can

be driven (Figure 1). Detailed modeling 8 11– has shown that this

approach can yield a system efficiency that is superior to that of two

separate CPV and CSP stations. The efficiency of the hybrid strategy

turns out to be maximized for an approximately equal mix of CSP and

CPV, while using two-junction III V cells with relatively high–

bandgaps.
8 11–

For properly tailored cells, the efficiency loss for

operating PV cells at elevated temperatures can be mitigated by the

recuperation of the thermal losses.

One approach for both enhancing the efficiency of concentrator

PV cells and diminishing the extent to which efficiency decreases

with temperature is the incorporation of multiple quantum wells

(MQWs).
12,13

Quantum wells can extend cell absorption at photon

energies below the bandgap of the bulk host material and thereby can

increase the current to a degree that more than compensates for

any associated voltage loss. Research has been geared toward

MQW cells with markedly greater carrier lifetimes and better carrier

collection.12,13 MQWs can be valuable in the subcells comprising MJ

PVs because their bandgap can be tailored to near-optimal values

while maintaining lattice-matching. Equally significant for this study is

that the magnitude of the temperature coefficient of cell efficiency

can be lessened considerably.
14 18–

III N alloys are widely used in electronics and optoelectronics–

industries due to their unique optical and physical properties that

include a high absorption coefficient, a wide range of bandgaps

(0.64 eV for InN, 3.4 eV for GaN, 6.2 eV for AlN), thermal stability,

and radiation resistance. 14 16– Recently, there have been concerted

efforts to develop high-efficiency InGaN solar cells. One method to

control the bandgap and achieve a high-quality material is to produce

InGaN/GaN MQWs as the cell's absorbing layer. Making the

InGaN/GaN layers a few nanometers thick helps avoid grain forma-

tion while improving material quality and PV performance.16 These

cells are promising for high-temperature hybrid solar thermal-PV

power plants and as a power source for near-sun space missions.
14 18–

Previous studies on InGaN/GaN MQW solar cells presented

temperature-resolved external quantum efficiency (EQE), temperature-

resolved current density V) curves under simulated 1-sun–voltage ( I–

irradiation, and temperature-resolved photoluminescence, 14 but there

have been no reports on their high-intensity behavior, most notably

at high temperature.

Here, we report experimental measurements on high-bandgap

InGaN/GaN MQW solar cells (an EQE spectral range of 300–460 nm) 14

at solar concentration levels up to 1000 suns and temperatures up to

723 K, each of which is varied independently. Our results demonstrate

that efficiency deterioration at elevated temperatures can be avoided

and even reversed by using concentrated sunlight. Because the

bandgap decreases as temperature rises, more of the sun's spectrum is

absorbed. Furthermore, extensive cycling of the cells over these broad

ranges of temperature and solar irradiance did not produce a lessening

of any of the PV performance parameters. Our results suggest that

these cells can be promising candidates for the top subcell in a tandem

PV of the hybrid CPV-CSP device.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The structure of the cells we fabricated (Figure 2) comprises a bottom

n-GaN layer grown on a (0001) sapphire substrate, and a top p-GaN

F IGURE 1 Schematic of an integrated CPV/CSP receiver in a

hybrid solar power plant. The solar cells sit atop a thermal absorber

and are thermally bonded to it, such that sub-bandgap photons and

nominal thermalization losses from the PV cells are recuperated as

high-temperature heat that contribute to driving steam turbines

[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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layer acting as the p n junction, with a set of InGaN/GaN MQW–

layers acting as an absorption layer. 14 Five nm of n-AlGaN and five

nm of p-AlGaN layers were included between the absorption layer

and the doped GaN layers. Although the cell dimensions at the

busbars are 1.25 1.25 mm (i.e., up to and including the white strips×

in Figure 2b), the active cell area, after deducting the area of the bus-

bars, the connecting pad, and metal fingers, is only 0.9042 mm
2

.

High-irradiance measurements were conducted in our fiber-optic

minidish concentrator (Figure 3), comprising a dual-axis tracking

parabolic dish that images the sun into an optical fiber (1.00-mm core

diameter), which is threaded into the lab and used for assorted

illumination modes of solar cells. 19,20 Solar radiation delivery is

moderated by an iris on the concentrator's entry aperture. The fiber

exit was in direct optical contact with the cell (Figure 3d). Hence,

the ratio of active cell area (0.9042 mm 2) to illuminated cell area (π•

(1.00)
2

/4 = 0.7854 mm
2

) is 1.15. Cell temperature was set with aT

ceramic heater designed for up to 1273 K and controlled by aT

standard PID controller. The heater also served as a sample holder.

Input solar power measurements were conducted with a spectrum-

neutral pyrometric power meter (Ophir L30A detector with a Nova-II

power meter), with readings taken before and after the I V curve–

measurements and not in situ. All experiments were performed in our

lab in Sede Boqer, Israel (latitude 30.8 N, longitude 34.8 E) during

clear-sky periods within ±2 h around solar noon for which past

measurements have shown the spectrum to be close to the AM1.5D

standard spectrum.20,21 Nonetheless, we directly measured the solar

spectral irradiance with a StellarNet Black Comet fiber spectrometer

that was calibrated with an Ocean Optics LS-1-CAL halogen lamp,

presented in Figure S1 along with the AM1.5D spectrum.

Our measured I V curves are plotted in Figure S2 from which the–

irradiance and temperature dependences of the principal performance

variables plotted in Figures 4 and 5 were computed.

3 | RESULTS

Open circuit voltage (Voc), short circuit current density (Jsc), fill factor

( ), and conversion efficiency were determined at light intensitiesFF η

up to 990 suns and up to 723 K (Figures 4 and 5). is definedT FF

as follows:

FF =
Pmax

Jsc Voc
, 1ð Þ

where Pmax is the electrical power density generated by the cell at its

maximum-power point. Power conversion efficiency is as follows:η

F IGURE 2 MQW cell

structure schematics. (a) Cross

section (reproduced from Huang

et al. 14 with permission from the

publisher). (b) Top view of the

square cell. The active cell area is

0.9042 mm 2, which excludes the

busbars, connecting pad, and

metal fingers [Colour figure

can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 3 (a) Schematic of our fiber-

optic minidish concentrator system.

(reproduced from Katz et al. 19 with

permission from the publisher.)

(b) Optional use of a light homogenizer

between the fiber and the cell. (c) Direct

placement of the fiber tip on the cell

(which was used for our experiments).

(d) Photograph of the fiber tip (1.00-mm

diameter) positioned on the MWQ cell
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η =
Pmax

Pin
=
JscVocFF

Pin
, 2ð Þ

where Pin is the input solar irradiance. The error bars in the voltage

and current density measurements and hence in are smaller than— FF—

the graph symbols. The error bars for the efficiency are relatively large

due to the corresponding error bars for the solar power readings. The

error bars in the power readings in Figure 5 are the standard devia-

tions and are relatively large due mainly to the step motor of the

tracker, but also subsume atmospheric changes during the day as well

as power meter noise especially at low intensity values.

EQE measurements as a function of temperature are presented in

Figure 6. The Jsc measured under high irradiance was noticeably below

both (A) previously reported values
14

and (B) the value calculated

from the standard AM1.5D solar spectrum based on EQE results.

Toward understanding the reason for the discrepancy, the spectrum

of the sunlight at the fiber exit was measured and compared with a

direct sunlight measurement. The results displayed in Figure 7 show

that, in the relevant spectral range for GaN MQW cells, the mirror

and fiber combine to absorb a significant fraction of the light. Jsc was

then recalculated at each temperature using the ratio between the

EQE-weighted integrals based on the AM1.5D solar spectrum and the

measured spectrum at the fiber exit:

Jsc T, correctedð Þ =

Ð

λλ EQET λð Þ AM D1 5: λð Þ dλ
Ð

λ
λ EQET  λð Þ Minidish λð Þdλ

Jsc T, measuredð Þ, 3ð Þ

where is the wavelength andλ EQET( ) is the measured EQE atλ

temperature The ( ) and ( ) spectra were normalizedT. AM1.5D λ Minidish λ

so as to be equal at = 670 nm, such that the minidish spectralλ

curve is always lower than the AM1.5D curve (as a consequence of

concentrator and fiber attenuation). The two curves are then quite

similar over the higher wavelength regime = 600 900 nm (the insetλ –

in Figure 7). In Figures 4 and 5, the 1-sun values of Jsc and conversion

efficiency were measured in a solar simulator (Newport Oriel LCS-100,

with a 91150-V calibration cell), whereas all other values, from our solar

fiber-optic minidish, were corrected as explained above.

Jsc increased in proportion to solar concentration over the entire

range of both concentration and temperature (Figure 5). Over most of

the solar concentration range, Jsc increased linearly with temperature

(below 691 suns Figure 4), which stems from the bandgap decrease—

with temperature (Figure 6). Hence, as temperature is increased, more

photons from the solar spectrum are absorbed. However, for the

ultra-high concentration regime, Jsc starts to saturate above 573 K,

which can be attributed to the observed deterioration of the EQE at

high photon energy (Figure 6a) and merits further investigation.

Polarization-free InGaN/GaN MQW solar cells (grown on a nonpolar

F IGURE 4 MQW cell parameters as a function of temperature. Jsc and efficiency data were corrected with Equation 3 as explained in the

text. The legend of irradiance values in part (b) pertains to all four graphs [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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GaN substrate) have also been observed to exhibit an EQE that

increases over the entire spectral range, which results in a superlinear

increase of Jsc with temperature.
15

Voc decreased linearly with temperature (Figure 4) and increased

logarithmically with light intensity (Figure 5 ), which is in accord with

basic photodiode theory
24,25

:

Voc Tð Þ = =a bT−

Eg
q
−

nkT

q
ln

Co

Iph

 

, 4ð Þ

where is the diode quality factor,n Eg is the bandgap energy, isq

the elementary charge, is the Boltzmann constant,k Iph is the

photo-generated current, and Co is a constant that depends on

F IGURE 5 MQW cell parameters as a function of light intensity (1 sun = 1 mW/mm 2). J sc and efficiency data were corrected with Equation 3 as

explained in the text. The legend of temperature values in part (a) pertains to all four graphs [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 6 Measured external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the MWQ cell. (a) At different cell temperatures. (b) Calculation of bandgap

energy Eg from EQE measurements based on the method of Leong et al.
22

The inset shows the computed Eg as a function of temperature (solid

black squares) with a fit to both the Varshni law of Equation 5 (solid curve) and the corresponding linear approximation (dashed line). The legend

of temperature values pertains to both graphs [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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material parameters. From the light intensity dependence of Voc

(Figure 5 , up to 300 suns), = 2.00 ± 0.03 was regressed, indicativen

of nonradiative (Shockley– –Read Hall) recombination being the dominant

recombination mechanism.

The slope in Equation 4 is the temperature coefficient, whichb

decreases when photocurrent increases, so the decrease of Voc with

temperature is smaller at higher solar concentration.
25,26

This was

indeed observed over the entire range of solar concentration and

temperature. Together with the increase in Jsc, it is among the

main reasons that cell efficiency does not worsen as temperature

is increased.

In an ideal solar cell, depends onFF Voc only, so it should decrease

slightly with temperature.
27

In practice, however, depends onFF

series resistance losses, especially at high solar concentration. 19,20,28

As the trends plotted in Figures 4 and 5 reveal, a combination of these

effects occurs, resulting in being maximized as a function ofFF

temperature and of solar concentration.

A particularly encouraging finding in the quest for PV cells for

hybrid CPV/thermal solar power plants is the observed efficiency

tolerance to elevated temperatures in the high-irradiance regime.

Indeed, efficiency peaks at 623 723 K at a solar concentration of–

300 suns.

The small degree of nonuniformity in cell illumination (87% of

the cell's active area was irradiated uniformly, with the remaining

13% in the dark) can give rise to a modest reduction in efficiency at

high flux concentration (due to higher series resistance losses). 28

Although J sc is basically independent of flux distribution, Voc and FF

are smaller than under uniform illumination. As shown in Katz

et al., 28 the cell can be approximately modeled as a parallel connec-

tion of two cells, one illuminated and the other in the dark. Hence,

our results in the high-concentration regime may present efficiency

values slightly below those that would be generated under uniform

irradiation. The efficiency would peak at even higher solar concen-

tration and temperature if cell series resistance could be reduced,

for example, by decreasing the distance between the bottom elec-

trodes in the cell (Figure 2a) and by improving the conductivity of

p-GaN layers.

In Equation 4, the parameter a = Voc ( = 0 K) is an activationT

energy of recombination, one of the fundamental parameters that

describes photogeneration and recombination in a PV device. For a

classical semiconductor solar cell, it should coincide with the material

bandgap. Linear extrapolation to = 0 K of theT Voc values measured at

various solar concentration values converges to a single value:

3.157 ± 0.015 V.

The cell bandgap energy E g was calculated from the fundamen-

tal edge of the EQE spectra according to the methods described in

Leong et al. and Helmers et al. 22,29 and illustrated in Figure 6b. In

the measured temperature range, Eg decreases with by 0.5 meV/K,T

which is in good agreement with the published data for comparable

semiconductors. 10,30 The inset in Figure 6bincludes the theoretical

temperature dependence of the bandgap (the solid black curve),

calculated for a bulk In 0.15 Ga 0.85N alloy (without strain) using

Varshni's law 31 :

Eg Tð Þ = E0
g
−

αT 2

β + T
, 5ð Þ

where and are linearly interpolated between their respectiveα β

values for pure GaN and InN, while E 0
g is quadratically interpolated

(including bandgap bowing
31

), that is,

Eg= xEg InGaN, + 1−xð ÞEg GaN, − −εx 1 xð Þ, 6ð Þ

with bowing parameter and indium concentration The calculatedε x.

E0
g value of 2.92 eV (using and values taken from Vurgaftman andα β

Meyer
31

) is more than 200 mV lower than that obtained by linear

extrapolation of Voc (Figure 4). However, the data plotted in the inset

of Figure 6b show that the Varshni approximation of Equation 5 for Eg

coincides with the linear approximation

Eg Tð Þ = E

g −γ T , 7ð Þ

in the temperature range of our measurements (the dashed line). This

is also in agreement with similar behavior for other III V solar cells.–
32

Indeed, the linear extrapolation of Eg to 0 K (E

g) and the value of E

0
g

differ by less than 0.1 V. A detailed experimental and theoretical study

of the behavior of Voc in the low-temperature regime is beyond the

scope of this paper and will be addressed in a future publication.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

Increasing sunlight intensity reduces the temperature coefficient of a

solar cell, but for conventional solar cells, the conversion efficiency

F IGURE 7 Comparison among spectra measured in the 300- to

450-nm wavelength band for our fiber-optic minidish concentrator,

along with the low-wavelength tail of the AM1.5D solar spectrum 23

and the measured EQE of the InGaN/GaN MWQ solar cell. The inset

shows good agreement over the long-wavelength tail [Colour figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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decreases with temperature even under high intensity. The results

presented here reveal that in InGaN/GaN MQW solar cells, the

conversion efficiency can with temperature at solar intensitiesimprove

of a few hundred suns. This stems from the current density

increasing significantly with temperature, which compensates for the

corresponding decrease in Voc and FF. This property is essential for

the use of such cells in a hybrid CPV/CSP receiver. We also note that

the cells exhibited no perceptible performance penalty after numerous

cycles of being exposed to the broad ranges of temperature and solar

irradiance in our experiments.

Future work will focus on modifying cell materials and architec-

ture in order to realize performance improvements, in particular,

the reduction of cell series resistance. Another promising candidate

is polarization-free MQW cells with an EQE that increases with

temperature over the entire relevant spectral range. 15 Further

research should also involve the search for a suitable bottom subcell

of the tandem device envisioned for the hybrid solar receiver, as well

as the experimental realization of such temperature-tolerant tandem

PV devices.
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